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A new daysidesourceof O+ ionsfor the polaxmagnetosphere
is described,
anda statisticalsurvey
presented
of upwardflowsof O+ ionsusing2 yearsof datafromthe retardingion massspectrometer
(RIMS) experimenton board DE 1, at geocentricdistancesbelow 3 RE and invariantlatitudesabove
40ø. The flows are classifiedaccordingto theix spin angle distributions.It is believedthat the space-

craftpotentialnearperigeeis generally
lessthan +2 V, in whichcasethe entireO+ population
at
energiesbelow about 60 eV is sampled.Examplesare givenof field-alignedflow and of transversely

accelerated
"core" O+ ions;in the latter eventsa laxgefractionof the total O+ ion populationhas
been transverselyaccelerated,and in some extreme casesall the observedions (of all ion species)
have been accelerated,and no residual cold population is observed("toroidal" distributions). How-

ever,by far the mostcommontype of O+ upflowseenby DE RIMS liesnearthe daysidepolaxcap
boundary (particularlyin the prenoonsector)and displaysan asymmetricspin angle distribution.

In sucheventsthe ionscarryan upwardheatflux, and strongupflowof all species
is present(H+,
He+, O+, O'•, and N+ haveall been observed
with energiesup to about 30 eV, but with the majority
of ions below about 2 eV); hence, these have been termed upwelling ion events.The upwelling ions
are embeddedin largerregionsof classicallight ion polaxwind and are persistentlyfound under the
following conditions:at geocentricdistancesgreaterthan 1.4 RE; at all Kp in summer,but only at

highKp in winter.Low-energy
conicalions(•--30eV) axeonlyfoundnearthe equatorial
edgeof the
events,the latitude of which movesequatorwardwith increasingKp and is highly correlatedwith the
location of field-aligned currents. The RIMS data are fully consistentwith a "mass spectrometer

effect," wherebylight ionsand the moreenergeticO+ ionsflow into the lobesandmantleandhence
the far-tailplasmasheet,but lower-energy
O+ is sweptacross
the polaxcapby the convection
electric
field, potentially acting as a sourcefor the nightsideauroral accelerationregions.The occurrence
probability of upwellingion events,as comparedto thoseof low-altitudetransversely
acceleratedcore
ions and of field-alignedflow, suggests
this couldbe the dominantmechanismfor supplyingthe nightsideauroral accelerationregion, and subsequentlythe ring current and near-earthplasmasheet,with

ionospheric
O+ ions.It is shownthat the total rate of O+ outflowin upwellingion events(greater

than1025s-I) is sufficient
for the regionnearthedayside
polaxcapboundary
to beanimportant
ionosphericheavyion source.

Upwardflowsof ionospheric
O+ ionswereobserved
at

1. INTRODUCTION

energies exceeding 0.5 keV by the ion mass spectrometer
on board the S3-3 satellite: such ions display both conical
and field-aligned pitch angle distributions and are most
frequently found near the auroral oval [Ghielmetti et al.,
1978; Collin et al., 1981]. The oval was also found to be
the sourceof ionospheric ions (of unknown mass)of energy
greater than 90 eV from a statistical study of data from the

Sincethe discovery
of O+ ionsin themagnetosphere
by
Shelley et al. [1972], much interest has been focused on
the ionospheric sources of such ions. The importance of
these sources is underlined by the significant and variable

O+ populations
in all magnetospheric
regionsoutsidethe
inner plasmasphere: in the plasma sheet and ring current
[Geiss et al., 1978; Lennartsson etal., 1979, 1981;Balsiger
et al., 1980; Lundin et aL, 1980; Young et aL, 1982];in
the plasma mantle and magnetotail boundary layer [Frank
et al., 197 7; Hardy et al., 1977; Lundin et al., 1980, 1982a,
b; Candidi et al., 1982]; in the subsolar magnetopause,

electrostatic analyzer on S3-3 [Gorney et al., 1981]. In
addition, Shelley et al. [1982], using data from the
energetic ion composition spectrometer (EICS) instrument

on DE 1, haveobserved
O+ ionsnearsatelliteapogee,
of
energy down to spacecraftpotential (a few electron volts),
flowing up along polar cap field lines. Yau et al. [ 19841
have estimated that the occurrence frequency of such up-

boundary layer, and magnetosheath[Peterson et al., 1982;
Hultqvist, 1983 ]; and in the outer plasmasphere[Chappell,
1982; T. Roberts, private communication, 1985 ].

flowing O+ (of energy 10 eV to 1 keV) within the polar
cap, although smaller than in the auroral oval, is as large
as 0.3.
The
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sphere. The mechanisms by which this is achieved are' field-aligned flows (indicating low-altitude parallel acceleraparticularly important to an understandingof the observed tion by either ambipolar or current-drivenelectric fields);
variability in the composition of the outflow of ionospheric however, by far the most common pitch angle distribution

O+ is foundto bea newtypeof O+ flowevent
ions at high latitudes. The retarding ion massspectrometer of escaping
(RIMS) experiment on DE 1 offers a unique opportunity which shows evidence for both perpendicular and parallel
to study these mechanisms, being the first mass-resolving ion acceleration below the satellite and is found exclusively
instrument to cover the required altitude range and observe in the lower latitudes of the dayside polar cap. All species
O+ ions of energyright down to and belowspacecraftof ions are observed to move upward during these events,
potential. Waite et al. [1985] have observed,using RIMS, with an upward heat flux.
low-energy
O+ ionswhichwereflowingupwardalongpolar
capfield linesbetween2 and4 RE duringhighmagnetic
activity. From electric field measurementsby the retarding
potential analyzer-ion drift meter (RPA-IDM) instrurnent
on board DE 2, Waite et al. mapped the ionospheric source
of such ions for two orbits of DE 1 and found it to lie near

the dayside polar cap boundary in both cases.

Axford [1968] had suggested
O+ ionscouldbe added
to the ionospheric light ion outflow at high latitudes ("the
polar wind") by large photoelectron fluxes. However,
modeling by Banks and Holzer [1969] predicted total
ion outflows (all species and normalized to an altitude of

1000km)of about108cm'2 s'l, of whichonlyabout0.1%

2.

OBSERVATIONS

This paper presentsa statisticalsurveyof observationsof

upwardflowsof O+ ionsmadeby the RIMSinstrument
at
low altitudes. A full description of the RIMS instrument is
given by Chappell et al. [ 1981 ]. Only data for geocentric
distances

smaller

than

3 earth

radii

are included

here

(r/RE < 3), but observations
arenot alwaysavailable
for all
altitudes down to the DE 1 perigee of 675 km. This is
because at the lowest altitudes the plasma densities are
generally greatest and, in order to protect the instrument

from prolonged excessive counting rates, it is shut off.
The observations used in this study were made in a

wouldbe O+ ions,theselimitsbeingsetby thegravitational2-year period between October 19, 1981, and October 18,
bindingof O+ ions,whichthenin turn limit lightion out- 1983. Although a large fraction of the data for the first of
flows by Coulomb drag. Various mechanisms have been

these 2 years has been processed,the same is not true for

proposed
to allowadditionalO+ to overcome
gravitationalthe second year. All available data from this period were

binding: transverse or parallel acceleration at low altitudes
[Moore, 1980; Lockwood, 1984], very high electron temperatures [Barakat and Schunk, 1983], transient plasma
expansion [Singh and Schunk, 1982], and high-altitude
acceleration mechanisms [Barakat and Schunk, 1984]. The
presence of accelerated ions, in addition to the "classical"
cold polar wind, has been confirmed by high-altitude
observations by the high altitude plasma instrument (HAPI)
instrument on board DE 1 [Gurgiolo and Burch, 1982].

used in this study; this includes data from a variety of

observational
modeswhichsampleO+ ions.Flowsof O+,
moving upward along geomagnetic field lines, were
classified according to their pitch angle distributions, determined from the radial sensor head, as it rotates through a
full range of pitch angles in each 6-s satellite spin period.
On November 25, 1981, the RPA on the radial head failed,
and at subsequent times, the retarding potential stayed set
at zero. Consequently, energy information from the radial

A steady state enhancedoutflow of O+ givesan headwasconsiderably
degraded
in resolution
for O+ and

enhanced

total ion outflow.

Thermal

fluxes which were an

completely lost for the light ions. RPA scans were only
for the two end, or Z, heads, which detect ions
moving roughly transverse to the geomagnetic field (within
a solid angle of near 2 sr at 2 eV energy and 0.7 sr at 10 eV,

orderof magnitude
larger
thanthe 108cm'2 s'1 predictedobtained
by Banks and Holzer have been observedat very low altitudes in the topside ionosphere by Lockwood and
Titheridge [ 1981 ], Lockwood [ 1982, 1984], Heelis et al.
[ 1984], and Farmer et al. [ 1984]. Such large, low-altitude
fluxes indicate extensive filling of the topside ionsophere
or enhanced thermal ion escape into the magnetosphere.
Lockwood and Titheridge [ 1981] and Lockwood [ 1982]
have shown such large flows occur in a broad range of latitudes around the polar cap boundary on both the dayside

and nightside,and Farmer et al. [1984] and M. Lockwood
(unpublished manuscript, 1984) have found that they are
associated with enhanced geomagnetic activity (consistent

with the polar cap flows observedby Waite et al. [1985]).
Heelis et al. [ 1984] have studied two casesof exceptionally

largeflux (>1010cm'2 s'l), observed
at analtitude
of 900

for O+ ions).Hence,for field-aligned
flowsor highlyfolded
conicaldistributions,
no rigidclassification
of O+ flowsby
their energy range was possible. Classification by pitch
angle distribution alone does have the advantageof allowing
data to be utilized from both the "survey" and "mass scan"
modes of operation. In the survey mode the ion species

H+, He+, O+, He++, and O'•' were monitored(andfollowing the failure of the radialheadRPA, N+ wasaddedto this
list without loss of resolution or information). In the mass
scan mode, all ion masses between about 4 and 32 amu
were scanned, but no energy information was obtained.
Data for all four possible bias settings for the aperture
rings surrounding the detectors [Chappell et al., 1981]

km by DE 2, and found them to be associatedwith intense (0, 2, 4, or 8 V negative, relative to spacecraft potential)
upward field-aligned current and both parallel and trans- were included in this statistical survey. At the lowest altiverse ion acceleration.
tudes, the spacecraft generally has a negative potential,
In this paper, a large number of data, taken when DE 1 due to ambient plasma densities in excess of about 200

communication,
1984).In
was near perigee(<3 RE) by the RIMS experiment,are cm'3 (R. H. Comfort,private
surveyed.
Examples
arefoundof low-energy,
upflowing
O+ such cases,for any of the aperture biases, RIMS should be
which are consistent with one or more of the proposed sampling
the entireO+ ion populationfrom about60 eV
ionospheric
escape
mechanisms:
transversely
accelerated
O+ down to zero energy. However, it is still possible in other
ions (indicatinglow-altitudetransverse
acceleration);
O+ casesthat RIMS may not have detected the lowest-energy
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TABLE 1. Numbersof 1-min Integrated Samplesfor 90-day PeriodsAround the
Solsticesand Equinoxesand for All Days of the Yeax
Local Time

000043600

0600-1200

1200-1800

1800-2400

r/R E = 1-2
Summer
Spring
Winter
Fall
All days

105
182
407
288
993

946
279
227
373
1843

Summer

337

441

Spring
Winter
Fall
All days

39
52
343
771

76
251
918
1686

240

219

232
118
142
732

254
581
1149

63

r/R E = 2-3
624
835
873
0
2332

1165

355
1214
1909
4772
.

_

_

ions. This would tend to occur at greater altitudes and
would be caused by positive spacecraft potentials in excess
of the magnitude of the aperture bias which was in use.

samples,in the range 30 ( Kp • 60 for 46% of the samples,
and in the range 60 < Kp < 90 for only 5% of the total of
14,278. The number of samples decreaseswith altitude,

At r/R•. < 3, the velocity of the satellite is greater than 5
1 '•
,,
qkm s' , and the RAM energy for O ions (the energy of

with 38% at 2.5 •< r/RE % 3.0, 29% at 2.0 •< r/RE % 2.5,
23% at 1.5 •< r/R E ( 2.0, andonly 10%at r/RE below1.5.

an O+ ionin thereference
frameof thespacecraft,
dueto

3. CLASSIFICATION
OF O+ ION FLOWS

the spacecraft'smotion) is greater than 2 eV. Hence, RIMS

willnotdetect
thelowest-energy
O+ at r/RE < 3, if the
spacecraft potential is positive and exceeds the magnitude
of the aperture bias by at least 2 V.
Ion count rates were accumulated over 1-min intervals,
to average out statistical fluctuations and to effect data
reduction, before the spin angle distributions were classified
(see section 3). Each such distribution was considered as
one sample, made at the location (in local time, height, and
invariant latitude) of the DE 1 spacecraft at the center of
the 1-min period, plus and minus errors given by its locations at the extremes of that period. In the 2 years studied,
a total of 14,278 such samples were obtained for invariant

latitudes
greater
than40øineither
hemisphere
atr/RE %3.

Plates 1-3 show color-coded spectrograms of data
recorded by the RIMS instrument and are given as examples

of thethreetypesof upwardO+ flow observed.
3.1. Field-Aligned0 +Flow
Plate

1 shows an hour

of data recorded

on November

8, 1981, between 1600 and 1700 UT, which displaysfield-

aligned
flowof O+. Thetop panelshows
theO+ spin-time
spectrogram;
the lowerpanelis for H+. The meannumber
of counts during an accumulation period (12 ms) is coded
according to the scale shown to the left of the figure; the
count rate per sample is approximately proportional to the

The highly elliptical orbit of DE 1, the rate of drift of integral
numberfluxof thationspecies;
for O+, theproporand
the lineof aspides
(0.328ø perday;i.e., fromonepoleto tionalityconstantis roughly4.4 x 104. The dashed
the other is roughly 18 months), and the rate of westward
rotation of the orbital plane (1 hour of local time per 15.4
days, i.e., 24 hours in about 12 months) give an uneven
local time average of the topside high-latitude ionsophere
during the different seasons. Table 1 lists the number of
samples obtained in four local time quadrants at invariant

dotted lines show the upward and downward field-aligned
directions,respectively.Between 1600 and 1635 UT, the

satellite
is above3 RE, andO+ flow alongtheupward
field-aligneddirectionis observed,with only weak H+
flow. This is an exampleof the high-altitude
O+ flows
within the polar cap as studied by Waite et al. [1985].
the effect of variations in a large convection electric

latitudes
exceeding
40ø andin altitude
ranges
1-2RE and Note
2-3 R E. Values are given for 90-day periods around the
solstices and equinoxes and for all days of the year. In the
lower height range, coverage is generally poorest in the
afternoon sector; whereas in the greater height range it is
worst in the postmidnight sector. The low sample numbers

field whichcauses
the O+ spindistribution
to peakin a
direction which is slightly removed from the field-aligned
direction.

As the satellite

descends in both

altitude

and

invariant latitude in the premidnight sector, ions are found

between the upward field-aligned and RAM directions
for the equinoxes are not generally a problem, as fall and (1635-1647 UT). Such spin angle distributions still reveal
spring data can often be combined. This leaves the followfield-alignedupflow, but with velocities comparableto the
ing bins for which there are notably few samples: in the spacecraft RAM velocity. When the spacecraft's RAM
postmidnight sector, at the higher altitudes in winter and direction is aligned exactly perpendicular to the geomagat the lower altitudes in summer, and in the winter after- netic field, convection alone cannot cause a shift of the
noon sector at low altitudes. Otherwise sample numbers distribution from the RAM direction (it can only modify
exceed 200 for the other bins. The majority of samples the magnitude of the shift which a field-aligned flow
are for moderate or low levels of geomagnetic activity with causes).Over the polar cap the DE 1 orbit is always at
Kp values falling in the range O < Kp < 30 for 49% of the approximatley
90ø to themagnetic
field,soanydetectable
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Ions
shift from the RAM direction reveals a field-aligned flow. 3.3. TheNew 0 q-Ion Source,Upwelling
On leaving the nightside polar cap, the satellite passes

througha regionof relativelylow O+ densitybeforeentering the plasmasphere at about 1654 UT. Within the plasma-

The results of this paper will show that for low-energy

O+ ions,the flowsdescribed
in the previoustwo subsec-

sphere,the O+ spin distributionis symmetric
aboutthe tions are comparativelyrare at low altitudes, compared to
RAM direction. Such a distribution is indicative of a cold,

a third kind of O+ flow. The spinanglebehaviorof these

isotropicion population.
Whenthe O+ densityis high,a events is more complex than that of either field-aligned
flows or transversely accelerated core ions, displaying the
large flux can be carried by ions moving with low velocities.
effects of both parallel and perpendicular ion acceleration.
If these velocities are small compared to the spacecraft
Plate 3 shows a pass from the premidnight sector to the
RAM velocity, the shift of the center of the spin distribumorning sector, across the polar cap. As the satellite
tion from the RAM direction may not be resolved. For

descends,
in invariant
latitudeandaltitude,theO+ distrithisreason,field-aligned
O+ flowswithintheplasmasphere
bution (Plate 3a) is initially symmetric about the RAM
and at low altitudes(wherethe O+ densityis high)may
have been omitted in this study. A samplewas classifiedas
showing field-aligned flow when a shift of the median of
the spin distribution from the RAM direction could be

resolved(>15ø) but therewasnot detectable
asymmetry
in the spin distribution.

direction but at 1120 UT becomes asymmetric toward the

upward field-aligneddirection. The asymmetry growsuntil
1126, when there is a sharp cutoff and a return to a

rammedO+ distribution.This featureis alwayspresentin

all ion species
present
(in thisexample,
H+, He+, andO+;
in otherevents,
O++ andN+ havebeenobserved
to behave
similarly) with the light ions often appearingin the lower-

3.2. Transversely
Accelerated
Core0 '• Ions

latitude half of the O+ event and extending slightly
Plate 2 shows data from a pass on April 25, when DE 1 equatorwardof the O+ event (see Plates3a and 3b). The

again left the nightside polar cap, but this time ascending asymmetry in the spin angle distribution can be detected
1120 and 1126 UT as it grows toward the upward
until 0508, when transversely accelerated ions are detected field-aligned direction. Note that the distribution to the
in all observed
ion species
(O+, H+, He+, andO++).These downward side of the RAM direction is relatively constant
persist until the end of data at 0517. The pitch angle peaks during the event, but is slightly shifted, particularly for the
move toward the field-aligned direction during this period.
period 1123-1124 UT. At latitudes either side of the event,

in heightasit did so.In thiscase,no O+ flowis detected between

Whenfirstobserved,
the transversely
accelerated
O+ ions light ions H+ and He+ showupwardfield-aligned
flow,
peakedat pitchangles
near90ø,indicating
thatthesatellite whereasno flow of O+ is detected;this is qualitatively
(near 2 RE) is closeto the transverse
acceleration
region consistent with the original polar wind theory of Banks and
(or a mirroring
height,if theO+ ionsarealsomoving
down- Holzer [1969] in whichthe O+ is gravitationally
bound.
ward). Later in the event, however, the ion spin distributions are folded, showing the majority of the ions to have
an upward field-aligned component. Note that in this
example, all the ions observed by RIMS have been transversely accelerated after 0508 UT: there is no cold rammed
population observed. A sample was classified as showing
transversely accelerated "core" ions (TACI) if the spin
angle distribution showed resolvable peaks on both sides
of the upward field-aligned direction at any cone angle

here, this is an energy range of about -2 to 60 eV, above
spacecraft potential minus the aperture bias. Plates 3c
and 3d show the concurrent energy-time spectrogramsfor

because of the 5-eV threshold

response
for the datafor O+ recorded
afterNovember
25,

The spin angle-time spectrogramsin Plates 1 and 3 are
for all energies detected by RIMS (a range of the RPA

stepnumber0 to 1000).For O+ at the altitudesstudied

O+ from the two Z headslookingparallelandantiparallel

to the spacecraft spin axis and perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. During the low-latitude half of the event,
between0ø and 90ø. Hence,this classification
includes the Z heads observe a large number of ions with peak
pancake distributions, conics, and toroidal distributions energies which increase with decreasing latitude to near
[see Moore et al., 1985].
30 eV at the sharp, low4atitude edge of the event. Such
The adjective "core" has been applied to these TACI
ions would be moving within a solid angle of about 2 sr,
events to distinguish them from the transversely accelerated about the normal to the magnetic field.
The RPA on the radial head of RIMS failed on Novemion (TAI) events discussed by Klumpar [ 1979, 1981 ], of
which the TACI events are a subset. This is firstly because ber 25, 1981. Subsequentto this time the radial head functhe TAI events observed using the ISIS 2 electrostatic
tionsas a differentialflux instrumentfor O+, but with
analyzerincludedpossibleion speciesother than O+. poor energy resolution (• 15 eV). This is becausethe deflecSecondly the definition of a TACI event requires a suffition angle and the preacceleration of the RIMS select a
cient portion of the total O+ ion populationbe moving range of energies (about 15 eV wide) which is stepped
transverse to the geomagnetic field, so that they are not
upward in energy as the RPA step number is increased.
obscured in the DE 1 RIMS, 15-eV-bandwidth observations As a result the RPA step number is approximately proporby an unheated cold distribution core. Such obscuration
tional to O+ ion energy.In the followingsectionno
would
not have occurred
for the ISIS 2 observations
attempt has been made to deconvolve the instrument
and the narrower

differential

response of the electrostatic analyzer. Plate 2 is an example
of a TACI event where the entire core has been transversely
accelerated, i.e., a toroidal distribution event. In other
cases some cold core may remain unheated but is insufficient to conceal the transversely heated ions in the RIMS
data.

1981, and they are sorted according to RPA step number.
However, approximate energy ranges can be ascribed to an

RPA step numberrangeby assuming
the O+ response
function is 15 eV wide and centered on the energy of the
RPA step number.
Figure la shows the spin angle distributions observed
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5 1125
- 1126
UT
•
---

]

RPA:750-1000
RPA'500-750

RPA:750-1000

•:]

---- RPA:0-250 /

-1125-1126
-- -- 1124-1125
- ß--1123-1124
- --1122-1123

• ..'•
• C•

ß,•

I
UT
UT
UT
UT

,'7'1
x \?,,..

I

SPIN ANGLE

(DEG.)

Figure1. Spinspectra
in 1-minperiods
of theeventshown
in Plate3 for (a) fourranges
of theRPAstepnumber
at
1125-1126UT and(b) the 750-1000rangeof RPAstepnumbers
during1-minperiods
between1125and1123UT.
The four RPAranges
approximately
correspond
to energyranges
of 0-20, 5-32, 18-45,and30-57 eV abovespacecraft potential.

between
1125and 1126UT on April 15, 1982(thelow- (in volts),gs is gravitational
acceleration
at the earth's

latitude
edgeoftheevent
shown
inPlate3),forfourrangessurface
(radius
ofcurvature
RE),Bisthegeomagnetic
field,
of theradialheadRPAstepnumber.
ForthelowestRPA ande is the electronic
charge.
Usingequation
(1), ro can
stepnumber
range
(0-250),approximately
corresponding
be iterated
to givetheobserved
pitchangle
for a model
to O+ energies
of 0-30eVabove
spacecraft
potential,
the geomagnetic
field,andassumed
values
of AV and•b
s.For
distribution
is asymmetric,
andverysimilar
to thatfor all 1125-1126UT, theionsobserved
in the RPAsteprange

RPAsteps
integrated
together,
thebulkof theplasma
750-1000
peakat a pitchangle
of 118
ø -*5
ø.Assuming

beingdetected
in thisrange;
however,
for thehighest
RPA adiabatic,
scatter-free
motionfromsource
to satellite,
a
stepnumberrange(750-1000,approximate
O+ energydipolegeomagnetic
field,and zerospacecraft
potential
range 30-57 eV above spacecraft potential), there is an givesa valuefor ro of 1.52RE (-*0.06)for the "knee"
transverse
ion energyof 10 eV, corresponding
to an altitude
of 3300 km (-*350). For 2-eV ions, a minimum estimate
the spin angle distributionsfor the 750-1000 RPA step for the lowest-energyconicalions, the gravitationaleffect

asymmetric conical distribution with a clear minimum
along the upward field-aligned direction. Figure lb plots
number range for various integration periods during the
event. Conical ions are only found between 1124 and 1126

is more important(and tendsto broadenthe conicfor a
givenr and ro, particularlyin the caseof heavyions):an

to an
UT (at invariant
latitudes
76.1ø to 79.1ø);hence,theyare ro of 1.47 RE (-*0.07) is found, corresponding

in the lowerqatitudepart of the event which extendsfrom altitude of 3020 km (-*440). The uncertainties in these
A -- 76.1ø to 83.7ø. Plates3c and 3d show that at these sourceheights,which are due to the resolutionof the spin
times the Z heads detect ions of energy up to about 30 eV

angledistributionpeaks,are greaterthan the errorsdue to

(relative to spacecraftpotential minus aperture bias)but

theassumed
valuefor •b
s. Thepresence
of anypositive
iXV,

which acceleratesions upward, would mean that the true
energies,the spacecraftRAM velocity will distort the spin source region would be located above these estimates.
As discussedby Moore et al. [1985], the asymmetryin
distribution, making it asymmetricwith more countsin the

with

an RPA

curve

knee

near

10 eV.

For

such low

the spin distributionindicatesan upward heat flux is
carried by the ions which are henceupwellingin response
about 2 eV for the energy of the transverselyaccelerated to ion heatingbelow the satellite.Hence,theseasymmetric
ions observed embedded within the upwelling ion event. spin distributioneventswill henceforthbe referredto as
Consider
ionsof massmi andcharge
stateq observed
by upwellingion events.Usingapproximateestimatesfor the
for the eventshown
RIMS at a geocentricdistancer to havean energyE T(r) densityandparallelO+ temperature
conic lobe which is closest to the RAM

direction

[see

Sharp et al., 1983]. The Z headsalso set a lower limit of

(in electron volts); having undergone scatter-freemotion

followingtransverse
acceleration(at to), the pitch angle
will be

in Plate3(of 100cm'3 and3 eV,respectively),
wefindthe

heatfluxcarried
by O+ ionsto bein excess
of 3 x 10'4

ergcm'3 s'l , whichistheminimum
valuerequired
to cause
a detectable asymmetry in the spin distribution.

O(r)
=sin
-11
B(r)

4. OCCURRENCEPROBABILITIES OF THE VARIOUS

'

CLASSIFICATIONS
OF O+ ION FLOWS
Each of the 14,278 samplesdescribedin section2 were

classified
according
to the O+ spinangledistribution
as
having one of the following forms: (1)asymmetric spin
whereA V is the potentialdifferencebetweenr and ro, qb
s angle distributionand upward flow (upwellingions); (2)
is the spacecraft
potential,Va is the aperturebiassetting symmetric spin angle distribution,with the mean value
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shifted from the RAM direction toward the upward fieldaligned direction (field-aligned upflow); (3) upgoing transversely accelerated core ions; or (4) no detectable ion flow.
The occurrence probabilities of the first three classes

(a) 6 < LT < lO

0.8

(b) 10 < LT < 14

•/u

(fu, fa, andfc, respectively)werethen evaluatedfor various

i i

local time, invariant latitude, Kp, and seasonalbins, along
with

the standard

4.].

Invariant

(c) 14 < LT < 18

,•,

i

0.4

deviation.

Latitude-Local

Time

Variations

•} 0.2

The occurrence probabilities of these events are shown
in Plate 4 in local time-invariant latitude plots for all Kp,
all days of the year, and all geocentric distances below

0

i

1.½

3 RE. Forthe2-hour
localtimeand2.5øinvariant
latitude
bins used, occurrence probabilities for the upwelling heated

[

2•.0 3.0 1.0

i

2.0

I

i

3.0 1.0

2.0

3.0

(r/R E)

Fig.3. Occurrence
frequencies
fu (solid
lines)and
(fu+fa) (dashed

lines)in 0.2-RE altitudebinsfor theinvariant
latituderange75ø•
O+ flows,fu, of up to 0.6 areobserved.
Bycomparison,

of year,andthreelocaltimeranges,
the occurrencefrequencyof field-alignedflows,fa, has a A • 80ø,allKpandalltimes
0600-1000,1000-1400,and1400-1800.Errorbarsareplusand
maximum of 0.3 for these size bins, and that of transminusone standarddeviation,and only valuesfor in excessof 15

verselyaccelerated
coreions(TACI's),fc, hasa maximum

samplesare shown.

of 0.2.

VeryfewbinsshowO+ TACIprobabilities
fc which
exceed 0.04, and those that do are generally at auroral

In addition, if the sourceis sufficiently below the satellite,

latitudes.Hencethe occurrence
frequencies
of O+ TACI's, or if a parallelfield-aligned
potentialdrop exists,O+
as observed by RIMS, are considerably smaller than the
probability of low-altitude TAI's as seen by ISIS 2 at 1400

km [Klumpar,1979] and of largethermalO+ flowsseen

conics may appear as a field-aligned flow where the count
rate minimum at the field-aligned direction is too small
to be resolved by the angular responseof the radial head.

in the topside ionosphere [Lockwood, 1982]. Both of
these latter two types of events had occurrence probabilities of over 0.5 in the nightside auroral oval, and both were

However, Plate 4b shows that the occurrenceprobability

attributed

have been maskedby the cold rammed component,in the

to the effects

of low-altitude

transverse accelera-

of field-alignedflows, œa,is also low on the nightside.
Conics which are only the hot tail of the distribution may

tion of O+. There are severaleffectswhichmay have way that the conical ions at 1 124-1126 UT on April 15,
caused
the occurrence
frequency
of O+ TACI's,asobserved1982 (Figure 1) were masked by the colder ions.

in minute integrations of RIMS data, to be lower than its
By contrast,the upwellingO+ ionsareobserved
exclutrue value. First, if ions are accelerated to energiesin excess sively in the morning sector of the auroral oval and the
of about 60 eV, they will no longer be detected by RIMS, lower latitudes of the polar cap (the dark blue areas in
and second, as data have been integrated into 1-min Plate4a in fact correspond
to fu = 0, notjustfu < 0.1).
periods, short-lived events may have been smoothed out. Integrated
overthe wholealtituderangebelow3 RE, fu up

to 0.6 are observedin this local time sector.The probability
(a)2• LT< 6HRS

(b)6• LT< 10HRS (c)10< LT<14HRS

of field-aligned
flow is small(fa < 0.1) in this sector,but
values up to 0.3 are found in the afternoon sector. The sum

0.02-

of œaandfu (Plate4d) showsthat upwardfield-aligned
O+
flow (of eithertypeof spindistribution)
is a regularfeature

/c

on the dayside, with peak probabilities at A between

75ø and 80ø

O.Ol-

4.2.
o

!

0.04-

(d} 14 • LT < 18 HRS

i

i

i

(e) 18 •< LT < 22 HRS

i

Altitude

Distributions

i

(f) LT• 22 HRS
AND LT < 02 HRS

Theoccurrence
frequencies
of O+ TACI's,fc, asa function of altitude,are shownin Figure2 for (r/RE) bins0.2

wide,for all samples
poleward
of A = 50ø andsixlocaltime

o.o3-

ranges.For each local time bin, œcshowsa peak between
the lowest and greatestaltitudes(wherefc goesto zero,
with the exceptionof r/RE = 3.0 for 1800 •< LT • 2200).

fc
0.02-

If we assume
that an O+ ion,oncetransversely
accelerated,
is moved upward

0.01 -

o
1.0

2.

3t.0 1'.0

2.0

3.0 1:0

3'.0

r/R E

Fig. 2. Occurrencefrequenciesof transverselyacceleratedO+,
fc, in (r/RE) binsof width 0.2 for all Kp all daysof year and

50ø andlocaltimes(a) 02004)600,(b) 0600-1000,(c) 1000-1400,
(d) 1400-1800, (e) 1800-2200, and (f) 22004)200. Error barsare

by a gradient-B mirror force which

exceedsgravitationalbinding, the fall in œcwith r for the
range 2.0 •< r/RE • 3.0 must indicate that the TACI's
either have been folded or scattered to cone anglessmaller

than the angularresolution
of the radialhead(about15ø)
or have been further accelerated to an energy at which
RIMS fails to detect then (•>60 eV). The lowest altitude

at whichO+ TACI's are observedvarieswith localtime over

plus and minusone standarddeviation,and only valuesfor in excess therange
r/RE = 1.4-2.0;belowthisheight
anyO+ TACI's
of 15 samplesare shown.
must be too narrow in latitudinal width, or too small a
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abilities near 0.7 for certain bins. In fact, such ions were
detected at some point along virtually every pass of DE 1,

06 •< LT < 18 HRS

Kp<4O
fu
0.4-

---

I

which crossedthe polar cap boundary region at an r/R E

I

fu+fa

,,

t......

0-

'1.._
_•

I

I

r/R E = 2.8-3.0

0.4-

r/R E = 2.6-2.8

0-

,

,,

I'--J L-- ._-- q'--'-I
0

r/R E = 2.4-2.6

0.4

L_ -1_....

I

Ii

0
0.4

!

"1

•

L.--•

r--

!

I

r/R E = 2.2-2.4

r/R E = 2.0-2.2
0.

,

0

r/R E = 1.8-2.0

!

0.4

r/R E = 1.6-1.8

o

0.4

, I

I

o

' I

-

r/R E = 1.4-1.6

0.4

•

of 1.5-2.0 in the 0600-1400
operating in a suitable mode.

r/R E = 1.2-1.4

altitude ranges is shown in Figures. 4 and 5. The location
of the upwelling ion events is a function of Kp (see section
5), and hence these variations have been evaluated for

Kp < 4o (Figure 4) and Kp >• 4o (Figure 5), two ranges
which contain approximately equal numbers of samples
for the 0600 •< LT < 1800 range used.
In Figure 4 a slight shift of the region of upwelling ions
to higher A can be seen with increasing altitude. Above

(r/R E) = 2.4, fu goesto zero; however,the trend is continued by field-aligned flows. The same features can be
identified in Figure 5 but with some differences: events
extend down to lower latitudes, and the region of upwelling
ions is broaded in A; more field-aligned flow events are
observed which do not follow the trend to greater A.
Figures 4 and 5 indicate that as the upwelling ions ascend

in altitude,the spin distributionof the O+ population
detected by RIMS evolves to a more symmetric form and
the upwelling ions become classified as field-aligned flows.
This may not be due to an evolution in the spin distribu-

tion of the total O+ population,but may be causedby the
expectedincreasein spacecraftpotential, q•s,with altitude
(at low plasmadensities,½sis positive,and RIMS may not

INVARIANT LATITUDE, A (DEG)

Fig. 4. Occurrencefrequencies
fu (solidline) and (fu +fa) (dotted
line) in bins of 2ø of invariant latitude and of 0.2 in (r/RE), for all

06 • LT < 18 HRS

samples
whenKp • 40 and0600 • LT • 1800.Onlyvalues
for in
excessof 15 samplesare shown. For clarity, standard deviations
have not been plotted but are everywherelessthan 0.1 and in most

Kp•4O
.fu
0.4-

cases are less than 0.03.
0-

fraction of the total low-energy
O+ populationto be
detected in the 1-min integrations of the RIMS data used

o
0.4

i'--'1
I

---/u+•a

F---r--"1 ,,
I"--•__.•
I

- ---1,

The variation of the occurrence frequencies of upwelling
and field-aligned flows with altitude is given in Figure 3.

Bins of (r/RE ) width of 0.2 and of local time width of

4 hourshaveagainbeenused,but thistimeonlyfor 75ø•<

o
0.4

The solid curveshowsfu, and the dashedcurve(fu + fa).

Asfor theO+ TACI's,fu fallswithdecreasing
r at lowr,
but with increasing r at high r. The former effect is due to
the altitude distribution of detectable flows, but the latter

this

is the

case for

the

1400-1800

L___ r/RE=2.6-2.8

i

I

I---J

o.4-

o-

r/RE= 2.8-3.0

,

I-•, '1---"[••'-•
I.... '1
•'--"L___
r/R
E=2.4-2.6

--- -'t. __1

L_ _.,---•
I

[- -- -•_ _ -.•

---•--J
r'--'r--

0.4-

'-

__.r

....

--'•

I---

r/RE= 2.2-2.4

r/R
E=2.0-2.2

o-

0.4-

decreaseimplies that as r approaches3 RE, they may be
classified differently, possibly as field aligned. Figure 3

.... 1

o

A < 80ø (where
fu and(fu + fa) aremaxima;
seePlate4).

L
---

l__.r
....
I---"' --1

i

here.

demonstrates

LT sector, when RIMS was

The variation of fu and (fu + fa) with A for various

i

0.4-
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O-

a

•

[

r/RE= 1.6-1.8

local

time bin, but is only a partial explanation for 1000-1400.
Additional factors could be secondary heating (to above

O-

I

'

r/RE=1.4
-1.6

60 eV) or the convection
of the flowsto higherA (>80ø)
at greater altitudes (see Figures 4 and 5).

r/RE= 1.2-1.4

Upwellingionsare seenwithfu > 0.05 at (r/RE) greater
than 1.4 for 0600 • LT < 1000 and 1000 •< LT <• 1400
and 1.8 for 1400 •< LT •< 1800. These statistical lower-

altitude limits for upwelling ions are consistent with the
source

for

the

conical

ions

embedded

within

the

event

shown in Plate 3 and Figure 1, which was computed in sub-

INVARIANT LATITUDE, ^ (DEG)

Fig. 5. Occurrencefrequencies
fu (solidline) and Ocu+ fa) (dotted
line) in bins of 2ø of invariantlatitude of 0.2 in (r/RE), for all

samples
whenKp •> 40 and0600 •< LT < 1800. Onlyvaluesfor in

section3.3 to be near(r/RE) = 1.5. Note that the upwelling

excess of 15 samples are shown. For clarity, standard deviations
have not been plotted but are everywhere lessthan 0.1 and in most

ions are a very persistent feature with occurrence prob-

cases are less than 0.04.
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achieve
this,all latitudes
aboveA = 60ø on the entiredayside (0600 • LT • 1800) were employed. Figure 6 shows
the Kp variationof (fu + fa) for all suchsamplestaken in

0.5

(a) SUMMER

0.4 -

(b) EQUINOX

(½) WINTER

90-day bins about the summer and winter solstices and

either equinox. In all three casesthe probability of observ-

06• LT< 18HRS
60•A<90

ingupfl•wingO+ ionson the dayside
inertages
withKp.

o

1.0 • r/RE < 3.0

•

At verylow Kp ((1 o), (fu + fa) ishighest
in summer,
small

90DAY
BINS

a• equinox, and zero in winter. However, for the highestKp
(for which sufficient samples are available in all three

= .3-

seasons;
i.e., 50 • Kp • 6) the seasonal
variationis smaller,

0.2

with (fu + fa) highestin winter and lowestin summer.
5. INVARIANT LATITUDE OF UPWELLING ION
EVENTS AND ASSOCIATION WITH
FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS

0.1-

I

I

I

I

i

i

I

I

I

I

I

% 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8

Comparison of Figures 4 and 5 revealsa slight equatorward shift of the location of upflowing ion eventsat higher
Fig. 6. Vaxiationsof (fu + fa) with Kp for 90-dayperiodsabout Kp. This effect is confirmed by the scatter plots shown in
Kp

Kp

Kp

(a) the summer solstice, (b) either equinox, and (c) the winter

solstice,
and for A • 60ø, 0600• LT ( 1800and(r/RE)• 3. Figure 7, which showthe invariantlatitudesof the upperError bars axe plus and minus one standaxddeviation,and only
meansfor in excessof 100 samplesare shown.

latitude(Ab, opencircles)and lower-latitude
(Aa, solid

be sampling the lowest-energy ions). Figure lb shows that

move equatorward as Kp increases, in both local time

circles) edgesof upwelling ion eventsas a function of Kp
for local times ranges(Figure 7a) 0600-1000 and (Figure
7b) 1000-1400. Both upper and lower edgesto the event

by between1.5ø and2ø perunitKp. Thelatitudinal
if ½shad been greater,then only the ions in RPA step ranges,
numbers 750-1000

would have been detected, and the

event would have been classified as a field-aligned flow
region poleward of a conical ion region. At greater heights
the conics would be folded to cone angles below the
angular resolution of the radial head, and the whole event
would be classified as field aligned.
The energies of a large part of the upwelling ions are
sufficiently low for convection to carry them over a considerable distance away from the source region. Convection is expected to be antisunward over the entire polar

width of the event is generally greater in the sector about
noon, and there is a slight increase in that width with Kp.

Notethatalthough
for themajorityof events,
Aa isroughly
consistentwith the latitude of the polar cap boundary, a
small number are at very high latitudes within the cap

(a) o• •

O00
•

cap if the interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF)B z compo-

o

o
o

•

oo o

nent is less than about 1 nT; in this case all upwelling ions
would be swept to higher latitudes and toward the night-

be moved

to lower

latitudes.

Plate

4 shows that

meridian

around

•

S

72

0
0

SSS

s

s

0

o

o

at r •
•Aa
I

bias in samplenumbersaffecting the results,only the pro-

bability (fu + fa) is studied,giventhat Figures4 and 5 and
Figure 1 1 of Waite et al. [ 1985] showthat on the dayside,

I

I
0

$

$

I

I

I

I

•

S$$

•

Seasonaland Kp Variations

The problem with attempting to find seasonalvariations
in these data is that the highly elliptical orbit of DE 1 does
not give an even distribution of samples with local time
and altitude for any given season, as is demonstrated by
Table 1. The low sample numbers for the equinoxes at
greater altitudes on the dayside is overcome by combining
spring and autumn data. In addition, to prevent an altitude

$

OAb

the flanks of the

cap, particularly on the dawnside.

4.3.

00

o

3 RE, significantflows can regularlyextendinto the nightside of the 0600-1800

0

S S S S

side.For stronglynorthwardIMF (Bz > 1 nT), antisunward
convection is only expected around the low-latitude flanks
of the cap, but some upwelling ions at higher latitudes will

LT • lO

o

(b)
10
• LT
<14
0

0 80

0

0 •) 0 O0 0 0
7G-

72-

san

$

OAb

Kp

field-aligned flow appearsto be the high-altitude signature
7. Scatter
plotsof theinvariant
la;dtud
esAb andAa of the
of the upwelling ion eventsin the RIMS data set. To pre- Fig.
high-latitude
(opencircles)and low-latitude(solidcircles)edgesof
vent any further sampling bias effects, only bins of size upwellingion eventsas a functionof Kp for local time ranges
which give in excess of 100 samples are considered. To (a) 0600-1000 and (b) 1000-1400.
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(shown
hereat Aa = 84ø;asL > 100for theseevents).
The lower-latitude edge of the upwelling ions is found
to be closely associated with field-aligned currents, as
observed by the magnetometer on board DE 1 [Farthing
et al., 1981]. Figure 8 shows observations by the DE 1
magnetometer between 1110 and 1140 UT on April 15,
1982, during which period the upwelling ion event shown
in Plate 3 was observed by RIMS. The variation of the
deviation of the observed eastward component from the

Aa--Ac-+I

-

// 0--1

76

Magsat
modelinternalfield,ZkBq•,
is plottedandshows

Aa 72
(d•)

significant variation between about 1120 and 1126 UT,
coincident with the upwelling ion event.
A total of 70 upwelling ion events are available, for
which there are concurrent magnetometer data available
from the DE 1 magnetometer. In all but three of the 70

available
cases,
some
such
signature
inABq•,
indicating
fieldaligned currents, was observed in association with each
upwelling ion event. For an infinite current sheet model

/

,-•/

an increasing
ZkBq•
withdecreasing
latitudeindicates
an

upward field-aligned current region. In some of the 67
examples, apparently upward field-aligned currents were

,

,;,

I

.

;6

i

8o

Ac (dog)

Fig. 9. Scatter plot of the invariant latitude of the equatorward

found poleward of an apparently downward current region,
in others they were equatorward of the downward currents,
and in a third type they were between two regions of down-

invariantlatitudeof the equatorward
edgeof the associated
region

ward

ofdecreasing
Z•, Ac.

current.

It

was noted

that

in most

cases the low-

edgeof upwellingionevents,Aa (witherrorbarsdueto the satellite
motion during the l-rain integxationperiod) as a function of the

latitude edge of the region of apparently downward current

(determined
fromZkBq5)
, at an invariant
latitudeof Ac,

was encountered at almost exactly the same time as RIMS
observed the lower-latitude edge of the upwelling ion event.
This can be seen in Figure 9, which shows a scatter plot of

morethanthisuncertaintyin 16%of cases,
whereas
Ac >
Aa in 7%of cases;
4% showno field-aligned
current,and3%
showsuchcurrents,but no clearAc can be determined).

Ac againstthe latitudeof the equatorwardedgeof the Upwelling ions are usually found to extend considerably
upwellingions,Aa. The error barsin Aa correspond
to the poleward of the region of apparently downward current
change of the location of DE 1 in + 30 s and are due to the (although in a very few casesthe converseis true). Interuse of 1-min integrations of the RIMS data. The difference

pretation of the magnetometer traces in terms of field-

alignedcurrentsis complex and is most satisfactorilydone

between
Ac andAa isalways
lessthan2ø andislessthan
1ø in 64%of the 70 cases.
To withinthe knownerrors, on

a case-by-case basis. Figure 9 demonstrates there is a

Ac equalsAa in 70%of the cases
(Aa isgreaterthanAc by connection between the lower-latitude edge of the upwelling ion eventsand field-alignedcurrents.If a simplecurrent
sheet model can be applied to these cases,it can be further
DE1 - MAGA; 15 APRIL 1982
stated that the associationis usually with downward field+4OO
aligned currents, although sometimes upwelling ions do
extend equatorward into a region of upward current.
_

ABr

(nT)

0

6. DISCUSSION
i

I

i

I

i

The ionosphereis known to be the sourceof the large

abundances
of O+ ionsfoundwithinthemagnetosphere
as
•B•

0 '.22---- --..........

(nT)

-

-

-400

-

i

i

i

I

I

+400

the solar wind containsinsufficientoxygen,of any charge
state [Bame et al., 1970]-even if sufficient entry and
charge exchange mechanismsare active [Prange, 1978;

Johnson, 1979]. Subsequentto leavingthe ionosphere,
these ions reach nearly all regionsof the magnetosphere
and, alongwhateverpathsthey follow, they are accelerated

'• o;;--_-;--_•-------•----•
........

to a wide range of final energies. In this section we shall

(nT)

discuss
how the upwellingion eventsdescribed
in thispaper

couldact as a majorsourceof O+ ionsfor a varietyof

-400

11'15 11•20 11125 11%

1;35

UT (HrMn)

regions in the magnetosphere,due to the effects of the
convective electric fields (subsection 6.1). An estimate

fromtheionosphere,
Fig. 8. Variationsof deviations
of the components
of geomagnetic of thetotalrateof O+ ionoutflow

due to upwellingions,is givenin subsection
6.2, andthe
fieldfromtheMagsat
model
values,
,Sn
r, ZXB0,
andZXB•.
fromthe results
are compared to previous observations of lowDE 1 magnetometer
between1110 and1140 UT on April 15, 1982
(seePlate 3 for concurrentRIMS data).

altitudeO+ flowat highlatitudes
in subsection
6.3.
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The Effect of Convective Electric Fields

light ions are not classical polar wind ions, which are of
lower energy, and negative bias is required to offset the
The effect of large-scale convective fields on an upward
flow of O+ ionsis verydependent
on the velocitywith positive spacecraft potential and allow their observation
[Nagai et al., 1984]. The features are represented schewhich they leave the topside ionosphere: if the ions have
matically
in Figure 10 for solsticeconditions. The resultsin
only the minimum energy required to escape gravitational
subsection 4.3 show that at very low Kp, upwelling ions are
binding (a few electron volts), they will be convected over
only found in the summer hemisphere. Under such condiconsiderable distancesbefore they reach greater altitudes,
tions,
convection is likely to be weak, and the ion flows are
and the ionospheric source will lie "upstream" along the
not shifted as far from the dayside polar cap boundary as
convection trajectory (the equipotential) [Waite et al.,
they are under strong convection conditions; hence, the up1985]; however, if the ions have higher energies,they will
be less affected by the electric fields. The results presented wellingions are a sourceof very low-energyplasmafor the
mantle, lobes, and plasma sheet regionsof the geomagnetic
in this paper show that the dayside polar cap boundary
region is a persistent and strong source of very low-energy tail (Figure 10a). Figure 10b shows the expected situation
O+ ions(4 10 eV), whichcouldbe convected
overthe at high Kp and with rapid antisunward convection. In this
case both hemispheres yield upwelling ions and, if convecentire cap toward the nightside when the IMF is southward

tion is strongenough,O+ couldbe convected
right over

(Bz ( 1 nT) or only round the flanks of the capwhenthe
the cap into the nightside where it could feed into the
IMF is stronglynorthward(Bz ) 1 nT). Evenfor the low
nightside auroral acceleration regions (at r greater than
altitudesstudiedhere ((3 RE ) the data havethe following
features which are consistent with a convectionvelocity about 2 RE [Ghielrnettiet al., 1978]) and henceact as a
sourceof O+ beamsand conics[Collinet al., 1984]. This
filter effect and dispersionof ions in both massand energy:

(1) decreasing
energyof O+ with increasing
latitude;(2) mechanism could therefore be one possibleexplanation of
variabilityof the occurrence
of O+ beamsand
occurrence
frequencydistributions
for O+ whichpeakat the observed

greater latitudes (and have greater width) at greater alti- conics with energiesgreater than 0.5 keV on nightside aurotudes; (3) an increase in latitudinal width of upwelling ion ral field lines [Kintner et al., 1979]. The flows of O+ ions
events with Kp; and (4) light ions upwelling at slightly from upwelling ion events will extend to lower latitudes on
lower latitudesthan O+. Higher-altitudedata from RIMS the nightside than the "tongue" of cold, isotropic F region
also show this "geomagnetic mass spectrometer" effect, plasma caused by antisunward convection [Knudsen,

the F regionO+ is subjectto loss
with lighter ions found closer to the daysidecap boundary 1974]; this is because
whichthe high-altitude
O+ flowsarenot subject
and decreasing energy of ions of any species observed as processes
DE 1 moves antisunward acrossthe polar cap [Waite et al., to. During periods of strong convection the tongue has been
1985; Moore et al., 1985]. The idea of such an effect was modeled to extend right over the cap to the nightside oval
first put forward in relation to the dispersionof incoming [Sojka et al., 1981], and enhanced densities have been
cusp ions by Rosenbauer et al. [1975], Shelley et al. observed just poleward of the nightside auroral oval by
Lockwood et al. [ 1984]. At times when unheated F region
[1976], Reiff et al. [1977], and Burchet al. [1982].
The RIMS observationsshow that both mass and energy
dispersions also occur for upflowing ionospheric ions.
Observationsat higher altitudes by the HAPI instrument
on DE 1 have previously revealed energy dispersionof upgoing ionospheric ions poleward of the cusp [Gurgiolo
and Burch, 1982, Figure la]; however, the authors
describedthese ions as coming from the cusp and cap, not
a localized sourcenear the dayside auroral zone, as is found
by these lower-altitude data from RIMS. The energy
dispersion effect is seen by DE RIMS with such clarity
because the narrow ionospheric source region at the dayside polar cap boundary acts as a "slit" for the geomagnetic mass spectrometer. Comparison of the energy spectra
observed by the Z heads, during upwelling ion events,

plasmacan reachthe nightside
oval,slightlyheatedO+

will reach nightside auroral field lines at low altitudes.

Waiteet al. [1985] observedO+ flows which extended
throughoutthe cap at 2-4 RE, andin somecases
rightinto
the nightside auroral oval.

As well as showing how the dayside ionosphere could act

as a sourceof the energeticO+ beamsand conicson the
nightside,the convection effect illustrated in Figure 10 sets
limitations as to which parts of the nightside auroral
ionosphere could be an alternative source for these ions.
The implications depend upon the shape of the convection
pattern. Heelis and Hanson [ 1980] have shown from AE-C

data that the polar cap boundaryis an equipotentialnear

dawn and dusk (that shear flow reversalsoccur there) and
showsthat upwellingH+ and He+ ionshavesimilarranges that suchregionsextend round into the nightsideby varyof energies
to the O+ ions(zeroto about30 eV). No infor- ing amounts. Where the cap boundary is not an equipotential on the nightside, convection has a large equatorward
mation on the light ion energies is available from the radial
asplasmaleavesthe polarcap.Any O+ leaving
head, so it is not known if the spectra for the field-aligned component
components of upwelling ions of different species are also the ionosphere at these local times with the minimum
similar. Ions of the same energy will show mass dispersion energyneededto reacha geocentric
distance
of 2 RE will
as they are separated according to their field-aligned velo- convect off auroral field lines and then sunward on subcities. Figure 5 of Moore et al. [1985] shows that in a auroral field lines: such ions will not be fed into the nightpoleward pass over the dayside polar cap, RIMS observed sideoval at 2 RE. Hencewherethe capboundaryis not an

firstlyfield-aligned
flowsof H+ ions,thenHe+, andlastly equipotential(which can be most of the night sector),the
O+, indicating
that theionshadleft a dayside
source
with auroralionsophere
canonly feedhigher-energy
O+ (which
similar energies for the different species. Note that Moore
et al. observed all these ions at high altitudes without the

does not convect as far) into the beam and conic generation regions. Where the cap boundary is an equipotential,

use of a negativebias on the RIMS aperturering; hence,the

the low-energyO+ will convectsunwardbut can also
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(b) HIGH Kp, STRONGANTISUNWARDCONVECTION

H+
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Fig.10. Schematic
representation
of thenewlyobserved
dayside
source
of low-energy
ionsshowing
howit canactas
a source
of heavyions(in particular
O+) for thepolarcapand,underthecorrectconditions,
forthenightside
auroral
acceleration
regions.
Thelimitsto regions
of largeion flowfor the upwelling,
heated
ionsof themajorspecies
are

shown
hereby thesolidlines,andthedashed
linesdenote
auroral
fieldlines.Solstice
conditions
arerepresented,
with
Sdenoting
thedayside
auroral
ovalin thesummer
hemisphere
andWthatin thewinterhemisphere.

remain on auroral field lines. Such ions would only reach

of the total O* flow hasbeenmade. Usingthe aboveflux
2 R E near dawn and dusk and hencecould act as a source value to apply to all events, the occurrence probabilities

of beams and conics in these sectors. In general we can

given in Plate 4a yield a minimum for the average total

conclude
that for the nightside
to supplyO+ ionsfor the outflowof about10250 4'ionss-1 frombothhemispheres.
beams and conics near midnight, acceleration to consider- This is of the sameorderof magnitudeasthe O+ outflow
able energies is required at low altitudes to minimize the

in upward flowing ion (UFI)events estimatedby Collin

convective

et al. [1984]. The similarity of these values does not
necessarily, however, argue for the dayside upwelling ions
as an adequate sourcefor the nightside acceleration regions.

gravitational

drift.

Such

acceleration

would

overcome

the

binding and any charge exchange barrier

[Moore, 1980' Lockwood, 1982] and may cause the ions
to be undetected by RIMS (if the energy exceeds about

60 eV). Hence the velocity filter effect can also explain

Thisis because,
asillustratedin Figure10, not all O+ ions
will fall into such a region; however,if the energyof up-

the absenceof any major and persistentO+ flows at r < wellingO+ is low (andin the casepresented
herethe vast
3 RE in the nightsideoval at energiesbelow 60 eV, as is majority
of theO+ isat energies
belowtheapproximately
observed by RIMS. Conversely, the dayside auroral iono-

2- to 30-eV conical ions), then only a very small fraction

spherecan supply the nightsideoval above2 RE, if the may have sufficient energy to escape further acceleration
dawn-dusk electric field is large enough and the ions leave
the ionosphere with sufficiently low velocities that they
are convected over the polar cap.

totalO+ outflowestimates
arecrude.However,
thetotal

6.2. Estimateof 0 + Ion Flux and TotalOutflow

of magnitude
astitatof theO+ flowsin thenightside
polar

and enter the plasma sheet or even lobes and mantle as cold
plasma. In addition

it should be stressed that both these

outflow in upwelling ion events is also of the same order

,•u,.putation of •'-- •'ux• of "'+
..... '
" cap seen at greater altitude,q by RIMS, _a• cmlm•l•todhy
three classifications
of O+ flow, is madedifficultby the Waite et al. [ 1985 ].
11

all

requirements to know the spacecraft potential and the
6.3. Comparison With Other Observations
component of the ion convection velocity lying in the plane
of the satellite orbit. A detailed study of these fluxes is
The presence
of a daysideO+ source
is expected
from
now being undertaken' however, an initial estimate of the the results of Waite et al. [1985], who found 2-to 8-eV

meanupflowin upwelling
ion events
is 108 O+ ionscm-2 O+ ionsinthenightside
polarcapwhich,
using
electric
field

s-1 at r = 2.5RE:thisisa conservative
estimate;
thetrue

estimates from DE 2, mapped down to an ionospheric

figure may be up to an order of magnitude larger. Nor-

source near the dayside polar cap boundary. Waite et al.
found such flows only when Kp was high, which is

malizedto an altitudeof 1000km, thisis a flux of 109
cm-2 s-1 outof theionosphere.
consistentwith the resultspresentedhere, as their study
To emphasize the significance of the new upwelling ion

was restricted to the winter polar cap. The persistenceof

eventsas a sourceof magnetospheric
O+ ions,an estimate the upwelling ion events arguesfor a quasi-steadystate
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outflow,
in whichcaselargeupflows
(of order109cm-2
s'1 or greater)shouldbe observed
belowtheupwelling
ion
events. Such flows have been observed near 6000 km by

Lockwood [1982] and Farmer et al. [1984] and near
900 km by Heelis et al. [1984]. Figure 3 showsthat upwelling ions are only very rarely seen by RIMS at r below

ions and subsequent geomagnetic mass spectrometer effect
are consistent with EICS [Shelley et al., 1982] and HAPI
[Gurgiolo and Burch, 1982] observations from DE 1

whenit wasnearits apogeeof 4.6 RE. Shelleyet al. [ 1982]

found O+ flows throughoutthe cap with an occurrence

probability near 0.5, consistent with the upwelling ion
1.4RE. Largefluxesof O+ at these
altitudes
mayhave source and the effect of antisunward convection. Gurgiolo
remained undetected in this study since the high plasma and Burch found upflowing ions of ionospheric origin in
densities expected at lower altitudes would give a large ion the dayside polar cap. The distribution function for these
flux, even for field-aligned velocities which are small in ions (Figure 4d of their paper) is similar to what one would
comparisonto the RAM velocity. For the casestudiedin expect to see above an upwelling ion event if the vast
this paper the most energeticions are roughly 30-eV conical majority of the upwelling ions (i.e., low-energy component)
ions which appear to have been transverselyaccelerated are cut out by spacecraft potential (5-10 V for these

near r = 1.4 RE, below which upwellingion eventsare observationsnear 4.5 RE) and by the 5-eV thresholdof the
found to be rare. This is also roughly the location of the

HAPI experiment. The lack of mass resolution makes it

ionospheric baropause,and the kinetic treatment of sub- unclear as to which ion species were observed by Gurgiolo
sequentupward motion, usedin subsection3.3 to compute and Burch, but the ramp to lower energies at higher
the source height, is probably valid. A study of ion fluxes latitudes is consistent with the upwelling ions.

from RIMS datain the daysidesourceregionat r • 1.4 RE
is presently being carried out.

The low occurrence
frequencies
of nightside
O+ TACI's,
as seen by RIMS, suggest that such ions are not generally

a sourceof O+ for the magnetosphere
asthe
The increasein a daysideO+ sourcewith magnetic as significant
activity is consistentwith topside ion flux observationsby
the European Incoherent Scatter (ElSCAT)radar [Farmer
et al., 1984] and topside soundings(M. Lockwood, unpublished manuscript, 1984) and with high-altitude RIMS
observations [ Waite et al., 1985 ].
Lockwood [1982] found the dayside auroral, topside

dayside upwelling ions. This would be true at all but certain

limited times when largenumbersof O+ are transversely
accelerated over a wide range of latitudes. However, caution
must be used in interpreting their near absence from this
data set: conics and transversely accelerated ion events may

have been overlooked if they are narrow in spatial extent,

ionosphereto regularly show the effects of upward flows are energetic (>•60 eV), or only carry a smallerflux of ions
of the magnitude required by upwelling ion flows assum- than the TACI's. It is valid to state that if large numbers of

oval,thentheydo so
ingsteadystate(of flux greater
than109cm-2 s'l). In O+ ionsregularlyleavethe nightside
summer the occurrence frequency of such flows was near

at energies above the 60-eV detection limit of RIMS. The

0.3 for 70ø •< A < 80ø. At low Kp (•2o) suchflowswere higher occurrenceof thermal O+ flow reported by
mainly found in the morning sector (occurrencefrequency

Lockwood [1982] for low altitudes suggeststhat this may

near 0.5 for 70ø <• A • 80ø), and the nightside
oval indeedoccur at higherKp values.L.ow-altitude,low-energy
contained such flow regularly at higher Kp. These thermal

conics were observed close to source by the ISIS satellites.

ion flows could feed O+ ionsinto all three typesof O+

ISIS

flow eventsdescribedin this paper.
Heelis et al. [1984] have reported two examples of up-

latitudinal width [Klumpar, 1979, 1981]. There was,
however, no mass resolution in these observations, and
hence it remains possible that even at this altitude the

ward fluxesof thermalO+ ions,observed
by the ion drift

2 found

such ions at 1400

km in events of limited

meter(IDM) on DE 2 to exceed
6 x 1010cm-2s-1near transversely
accelerated
ions were minorityH+ ionsand
900 km. Both exampleswere in regionsof upward fieldaligned current, one in the premidnight, the other in the

not O+. In summer,
transversely
accelerated
ionswereonly

prenoon sector, and the ions were found to carry a large
part of the total field-aligned current. The results presented here show that these two flow events seen by DE 2

sistent with the upwelling ion source. Lockwood [1984]
has analyzed the crude expectations of a nightside auroral

found by ISIS 1 at greater altitudes on the dayside,con-

source, via low-altitude transverse acceleration by ion

will probablyhaveresultedin higher-altitude
O+ flows cyclotron waves, and found it to be inconsistentwith the
which are of very different character: on the dayside an observedsolar cycle variation of ring current O+
upwelling ion event is expected, whereas on the nightside
a conical distribution is more likely. The seasonal variation
of upwelling ions suggests some form of thermospheric
or ionospheric control of the outflow and that the initial
heating region may be below 3000 km. The large upflows,
observed by DE 2 in the morning sector, show a relation
to regions of large velocity difference between ions and

neutrals (R. A. Heelis, private communication, 1985),
implying that Joule heating could be the heat source and
it is possible that the upwelling ion signature is only
observed by RIMS when the flows are no longer collision
dominated.

As well as being consistent with the observations from
the DE 1 RIMS experiment, as reported by Waite et al.

abundance, suggestingit is not the sole sourceof suchions.
The low-latitude halves of upwelling ion events mainly
occur in regions of apparently downward field-aligned
current, which will be primarily carried by upgoing ionospheric electrons. Such a drift could excite the ion
cyclotron instability and produce the "hot" tail of conical
ions observed in these parts of the events (see references
given by Lockwood [1984]). Note in some 7% of cases,
upwelling ions are also found in regions of apparently
upward field-aligned current. In the one such casewhich we
have studied, the ions have been found to make up the
majority of the observed field-aligned current density, if
the ionospheric electrons do not also flow upward. Such
a drift of ions relative to cold ionospheric electrons would

[ 1985], the low-altitude(•3 RE) observations
of upwelling again be unstable to ion cyclotron waves.

LOCKWOOD
ETAL.:NEWSOURCE
OFSUPRATHERMAL
O+ IONS
7.

CONCLUSIONS

A new sourceof O+ ions for the magnetosphere
has
been identified by the DE RIMS at low aRitudes near the
dayside polar cap boundary. All ion species are seen to
move upward and to carry an upward heat flow, indicating
that these ions are upwelling from a heated region beneath
the satellite. The occurrence probability of observingsuch

flowsis muchgreater
thanthoseof theotherupward
O+
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Most of these ions are heated over ionospheric temperatures

Frank, L. A., K. L. Ackerson, and D. N. Yeager, Observations of

atomic oxygen(O+) in the earth'smagnetotail,
J. Geophys.
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Res., 82, 129, 1977.
gravitational escape: the highest-energyions displaying Geiss, J., H. Balsiger, P. Eberhardt, H. P. Walker, L. Weber, D. T.
conical pitch angledistributionsand havingenergiesof up
Young, and H. Rosenbauer, Dynamics of magnetosphericion
to about

30

eV.

The

observations show a latitudinally

composition as observed by the GEOS mass spectrometer,

SpaceSci. Rev.. 22, 537, 1978.
narrow dayside heating region associatedwith a fieldaligned current (apparently downward) and a subsequent Ghielmetti, A. G., R. G. Johnson, R. D. Sharp, and E.G. Shelley,
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velocity filter effect, carrying the low-energy ions across
flowing energetic ions of ionospheric origin, Geophys. Res.

the polarcapto the nightside.Thismassspectrometer
effect
is consistent with higher-altitude observations made by

RIMS and reported elsewhere. The occurrence of such
flows increases with Kp and shows a seasonalvariation:
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winter. The flux of ions out of the ionosphere is of order
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isat least1025 s'1 forthe2 years
in
the falling phaseof the solarcyclewhich are studiedhere).
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